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Think About It! With whom do you feel connected? Are they physically 
near or far from you? What makes a connection feel alive and central in your life? What 
other connections do you have--or could you have--beyond those with other people? 

Connec t i ng  w i t h  Peop l e

Essential Questions For This Unit

1.  What does sustainability mean?

2.   Why is sustainability important to me?

3.  How can I live more sustainably?

4.  How can I develop a sustainability worldview?

We live in an interconnected world. Movies, 

music, news, manufactured goods like clothing 

and electronics, and people travel across the 

globe. With this much exchange of ideas, culture, 

and material goods, our actions in one region 

are sure to affect people living in other regions. 

Understanding how and where we connect 

can help us understand how we might impact 

others. This understanding can also help us find 

ways to make these new lines of contact work 

benefit of all.

Today, we can connect with other people 

through various modes of technology: cell 

phones, social media, the Internet, even movies 

and television. But of course, we have not 

always had so many ways to communicate. 

For most of history, people could only connect 

with others near them. These close, face-to-

face relationships still form an important part of 

our sense of belonging. We connect personally 

with our families, our friends, our schoolmates, 

and our neighbors. Maybe we have coaches or 

teachers, teammates, or even pets to whom we 

feel close. These relationships are the foundation 

of connection. We care about these people 

and know they care about us. We help each 

other, enjoy each other, and live our lives with 

each other. We’re connected!
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The boundaries of community are expanding 

to become more and more global. Countries 

increasingly trade goods with one another 

through the global economy. You may wear 

jeans sewn in Pakistan, carry a backpack made 

in Canada, and use a cell phone manufactured 

in China. 

People also connect through media. Films 

made in the United States (U.S.), India, and 

Japan spread cultural ideas to other countries. 

Audiences in the United Kingdom, Sweden, 

South Korea and the U.S. share popular music. 

News travels quickly over informal social 

networks, often reaching across the planet 

more quickly than news from professional news 

organizations. Internet game platforms can link 

a teenager in San Francisco, U.S., with one in 

Caracas, Venezuela. 

These exchanges create a sense of a modern, 

global culture. It’s easier to feel connected with 

people around the world than ever before. 

These are many ways in which our relationships 

with other people, individually and collectively, 

connect us.

Connecting 
with Place

We may connect with the place where we 

live, too. If we’ve lived in a place for a while, 

we usually know our way around and recognize 

the storekeepers, the mail carriers, and other 

members of the community. We know the 

weather patterns and recognize the signs of 

the changing seasons. Sometimes we have a 

special place we go to be alone or quiet. And 

when we move or visit a new place, we notice 

differences from our familiar base. 

As we recognize that feeling of home, we can 

extend it to wildlife and plants with which we 

coexist. We can value and appreciate our 

community and its history. Feeling connected 

with our place builds empathy with others 

connecting with their own home places. We can 

see for ourselves what works, what supports us, 

and where things need to change. Our actions  

have the most impact in our own communities 

and families.

Connecting 
with Nature

When you think of nature, what do you think of?  

Most of us think of the woods, national parks, a 

river, the ocean, or maybe a nearby vacant lot, 

city park or open space. Have you ever thought 

about yourself when you think of nature? 

We humans are also part of nature. As such, we 

are connected with other living things. One way 

we connect is through our biology. Scientists 

report that we can tell how similar two species are 

by looking at their genes. Genes are sometimes 

called the blueprint for life and carry information 

within our cells about characteristics or traits from 

one generation to the next. Amazingly, humans 

share a significant portion of human genes 

with other creatures. Our closest relatives are 

chimpanzees: 98% of our genes are the same as 

those of chimpanzees. We even share about one 

third of our genetic information with fruit flies!1

Think About It! How are you part of nature? How is your 
community part of nature? How is nature part of you and your community?
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Given this shared biology, it makes sense to 

consider that we share the planet’s basic life 

support systems of the sun, the air, water, and 

land with all living creatures. Plants and animals 

have the same needs for food, water, and 

physical protection as we do. Even very simple 

life forms like bacteria require nourishment and 

safety.

All living things are linked together in nature. This 

wide- ranging set of relationships is called the 

web of life. Each species contributes something: 

a bird may help disperse seeds for another 

species, a tree may provide twigs for a nest or a 

hole for shelter, and a creature may be food for 

another. In this way, each species contributes to 

the well-being of the overall collection of living 

things, and each species is supported by the 

actions of other living things. Living things are 

also supported by the nonliving processes on the 

planet, which provide water, minerals from rocks 

and soil, carbon to build bodies, and sunshine to 

provide energy.

In our modern life, it may not be obvious that 

we are part of nature. More than half of us now 

live in cities. We buy our food in grocery stores, 

rent or buy our homes, and get our water from a 

faucet. Where is nature in all this? It’s important 

to remember that, if we work our way through 

a few more connections, we always find that it 

is nature fulfilling our needs. Farmers work hard 

to support and protect plants, but the plants 

still grow because the sun shines on them. The 

homes we live in are made of wood from trees, 

bricks from clay, concrete from sand and stones, 

and metal from ores found in the earth. People 

build complex systems to capture and deliver 

water to our homes, but the water itself can 

only come from nature. Most fundamentally, 

we ourselves are part of nature: we can never 

actually be outside of or away from it.

When we recognize this common foundation  

of life, we see that we are connected to all  

living creatures. 

Nature to Nature
Connection
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Youth leaders from around the world take part in an 
international forum where they talk together about 
challenges facing the world’s youth and identify 
solutions. Every two years, 500 youth leaders from 
around the world bring their creativity, energy, and 
perspective to tackle global problems. Each forum 
focuses on a unique theme, chosen by its participants.

This forum is held by the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 
which works to unite the world’s diverse nations, based 
on the ideals of education for all, understanding of 
different cultures, sharing scientific knowledge, and 
protecting freedom of expression.2 UNESCO began 
the forum to make sure the voices of youth were heard 
in these efforts.

After the Forum ends, the participants can start their 
own projects to put their recommendations into 
practice. UNESCO chooses a small number of projects 

to support and endorse, assisting the project team and 
publicizing their results.

UNESCO Youth Forum Action Projects from 
2013’s forum focused on social inclusion and 
civic engagement. Projects included supporting 
young people working for peace in their Middle 
East communities, helping young people become 
community leaders in Afghanistan, and preparing 
them for job opportunities in Uganda.3

You can find out more about the latest Youth Forum 
projects and recommendations across the planet on its 
Facebook group. 

Learn More: Enter the words “UNESCO Youth 
Forum” in your Internet search engine.  Find out the 
latest news from around the world about the many 
ways youth are engaged in sustainability projects.

Youth Leadership: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization Youth Forum

What is  
sustainability? 

Sustainability has often been defined as meeting 

our own needs without limiting the ability of 

future generations to meet their needs.4 While 

this definition is a good place to start, there are 

much broader and more inspiring ways to think 

of sustainability. 

To sustain something can simply mean creating 

the necessary conditions to keep it going as 

it is. The word “sustainability” shares a root 

with “sustenance,” which means providing 

nourishment to keep someone or something 

alive. What are sources of support and 

nourishment? We talked earlier about family, 

social networks, and community relationships. 

Healthy relationships provide support and give 

us strength. We also talked about our relationship 

with the natural world. A healthy relationship with 

the natural world also supports us and gives us 

strength. So sustainability can be thought of as 

living in a way that creates healthy relationships 

among all people, now and in the future, and 

between all people and the natural world. 
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How  
sustainability  
connects us

Looking at the world through a lens of sustainability 

will reveal ways in which we are connected, 

along with ways in which our local, personal 

actions affect one another and affect all of life 

on earth. We find that we have relationships 

we didn’t realize we had.  We are connected 

with people, with the place we live, and with 

the natural world— even if we live in a city. Just 

as we care about our friends and family, we 

can develop a sense of caring for people and 

other living things distant from us. This care for 

the well-being of others underlies sustainability. 

We can take responsibility for our local actions, 

recognizing that they may play out on a  

global scale!

Protecting the well-being of future generations 

isn’t a new idea. Most cultures throughout history, 

including the Chinese, the ancient Romans and 

Greeks, and indigenous peoples from all over the 

world, have acknowledged their responsibility to 

care for the world for their descendants.5  Today 

we recognize that sustainability requires us to 

make sure that we take care of social systems, 

economic systems, and environmental systems 

all at the same time.

Together, the environment, the economy, and 

society are sometimes referred to as the “3 

E’s” of sustainability. People need a healthy 

economy and society to meet their needs; both 

of these depend on a healthy environment. All  

 

A good working definition for sustainability is a 

safe and just space for all, forever. Sustainability 

is a broad concept that includes not just what 

we know, but also what we believe, what we 

want, and what we do. 

Sustainability also can be thought of as thriving: 

bringing forth the most vibrant, life-affirming, 

peaceful, and just world we can imagine--for all 

living things--now and into the future. It’s about 

creating the world we want for the ongoing, 

mutual benefit of all.

system: 
A group of related or similar 
parts that work together.

Nested Systems

Economy

Society

Environment

three are systems. The environment can be 

thought of as the overall system that contains 

the other two. Human society is a system that 

is nested within the environment, and the 

economy is a system nested within society. This 

relationship is illustrated below.
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This long-term perspective calls on us to think, 

act, evaluate and innovate differently. While we 

cannot know all the possible consequences of 

our actions, we can learn to look more broadly 

at causes and effects. We can recognize that 

living things are connected in many ways. 

We can learn to understand the patterns and 

principles that nature has used to maintain the 

life on the planet for billions of years and try to 

apply them to our own systems. 

It is important to keep in mind that sustainability 

is not a finished product but a work in progress. It 

is a way of being. It rests not only on information 

and knowledge, but also on our values, 

preferences, and actions. Today, more and more 

individuals, businesses, organizations, institutions, 

and governments are taking significant steps 

to live and work sustainably. It’s exciting – and 

humbling –to consider that we each have the 

ability and responsibility to create the world we 

want for ourselves and for future generations. 

The definition of sustainability has evolved a lot over 
the last 30 years, as we have learned more about 
what will be needed to achieve it. The key concepts 
for sustainability were identified in the 1987 report 
“Our Common Future” by the World Commission 
on Environment and Development. This report laid 
out the first definition of sustainability mentioned 
above: meeting our needs without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet theirs. 
This phrase is often referred to as the “Brundtland 
definition,” since the group that authored the report 
was chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland, the prime 
minister of Norway when the report was written. 

This definition joins several key ideas to form the 
basis of our idea of sustainability today:

Needs: The fundamental priority of society is to meet 
the basic needs of all, both today and into the future.

Limits: In order to meet these basic needs, we need to 
recognize that there are limits to what can be taken from 
the Earth’s systems and returned as waste. Individuals 
and social systems also operate within limits.

Economy, Society and Environment are Linked: Our 
society requires all three of these elements to function 
successfully. And while economic, societal, and 
environmental issues may seem different, they often 
have similar underlying causes. By addressing these 
underlying causes, we can achieve improvements in 
all three.

Present and Future Needs are Equally Important: 
This idea reminds us that our choices today must 
ensure that social institutions, the economy, and 
the environment are in good working order for  
future generations.

Defining Sustainability

thrive: 
To do well and be successful.




